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ABSTRACT: Safeguard of different information types from attackers is paramount for human societies. Keeping 
image secret is a big problem because it has large amount of data. Also, the pattern appearance problem in medical 
image especially in background image is another important difficult that facing image security algorithms. A 
combining ciphering with hiding techniques based mixed security algorithm is introduced in this paper. BCD 
decomposition, reordering, and scrambling are three operations executed on the secret image before hide it in cover 
image using simple LSB operation in introduced hiding technique. The stego-image result from proposed hiding 
technique is ciphered using improved encryption algorithm to get mixed security algorithm. The visual scene, 
histogram analysis, entropy, security analysis, and execution time are factors used to evaluate the performance of 
suggested algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Safeguard of different types of information from attackers is paramount for people and governments. High levels of 
security is important in security methods to protect the patients privacy through protect them data base such as archived 
images.   In digital multimedia, ciphering and hiding are both aimed to safeguard the data from adversaries. Encryption 
techniques effectively protect multimedia information through converting it into scrambled form which undefined by 
attackers [1-3]. Generally, frequency and spatial domains are to forms used to represent a digital image, where it can be 
encrypted partially or fully in two obviously domains [4].  Fractional Fourier Transform “FrFT” [5; 6], Fast Fourier 
Transform “FFT”[7], Discrete Cosine Transform “DCT” [8], or Fresnel Transform “FrT” [9; 10] are image encryption 
approaches in the frequency domain. Most of the ciphering algorithms in the frequency domain are dependent on the 
coefficients of those transforms, where the secret image is protected through ciphering its coefficients which get it 
through applying one of those transformers.  
Image encryption in the spatial domain based on changing the pixel value“diffusion”, and/or the pixel 
location“confusion” to get image in incomprehensible form [11]. Based on simplicity and computational cost the 
encryption image represented in the spatial domain is more effective than ciphering image represented in the frequency 
domain [12,13]. Several ciphering approaches are introduced based on chaos theory [14; 13; 8; 15; 16;17]. However, 
chaos theory- based ciphering algorithms are not very secure and require additional computations [18]. Images 
decomposition technique is used recently in many ciphering algorithms [19; 20; 21; 22]. Unfortunately, One of 
important drawbacks in decomposition based image ciphering is the atonality in the security level because the number 
of bit planes and the content of each bit plane are constant. Additionally, key space is little or in some cases not exist, 
so, computational costs of the attacks are decreased.      
In this paper, a mixed image security algorithm is introduced based on a combination of encryption and hiding 
mechanisms. A new hiding algorithm is proposed based on simple logic operation and LSB to hide the secret image in 
an unknown scene cover image. The improved version of BCDEA algorithm proposed in (37) is used to encrypt the 
stego-image that is produced from the proposed hiding algorithm. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II shows the related works. Section III reviews proposed 
approach ., the experimental results and conclusions are drawn in Secs IV & V .   

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Before about six to seven decades , the idea of absence the appearance of information sent, which called “information 
hiding” was widely used [23]. So, information hiding can be defined as concealment important information into a cover 
such as an image, video or audio [24]. Generally, there are two groups of dissimulation approaches are steganography 
and digital watermarking. Steganography is the mechanism that hide secret information in a host media such that the 
secret massage in the stego-media becomes invisible to the eavesdropper [25]. Whilst, the hidden secret information in 
digital watermarking is visible but an attacker cannot supplant or change the hidden information from the watermarked 
media [26]. 
Famous and older technique for images steganography in the spatial domain is LeastSignificantBit(LSB), which is 
replacing the LSBPlane of the host image with secret image bitplanes. A number of methods have been proposed to 
improve the performance of the LSB technique, such as LSB matching (LSBM) [27] and LSB matching revisited [28] 
(LSBMR) . Additionally, the hiding capacity of LSB, LSBM, and LSBMR is small, partially because these methods 
address a given pixel or pixel pair without considering the relationship between neighboring pixels. Several methods 
that were proposed are based on differencing between neighboring pixels to separate between edge and smooth regions 
and hide secret bits at different rates in those regions adaptively [29; 30]. On the other hand, some methods have 
suggested enhancing the quality of the stego-image that results from the LSB replacement technique by applying an 
optimal pixel adjustment process (OPAP), which depends on the difference between the cover and stego pixel values 
[24; 31].  
However, the hiding and ciphering techniques cannot achieve the optimal case of data protection using any one of 
them alone. As a result, a hybrid system between them was suggested by many researchers to produced multi-layer 
security. Dinku A Adale proposed in [32] two hybrid systems that were called as Crypto-Steg and Steg-Crypto using 
short key length RSA encryption and LSB insertion embedding methods. B. Karthikeyan et al suggest a simple hybrid 
security method based on applying the XOR operation between the plaintext and randomly generated key before 
hiding it in a cover image using the LSB technique [33]. Nameer N. EL-Emam proposed a hybrid security algorithm 
using three layers of security [34]. These three layers were encrypting the plain text using AES or DES, segmenting 
the cover image adaptively, and selecting pixels that carry the secret data. Another hybrid security methods were 
proposed in [22, 35, 36] using different encryption algorithms and hiding techniques. However, all of the previous 
hybrid methods used the LSB technique for hiding purposes, which impairs their performance. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

Mixed Hiding and Ciphering Image Protection Method (MHCIP): 
The security levels of most hybrid algorithms suffer from weakness as results to use the LSB as hiding part which 
makes these methods susceptible to attacks by a number of adversaries [22]. So, this work introducing a new mixed 
security algorithm based on a new high capacity hiding techniques and enhanced encryption algorithm. Two parts of 
suggested MHCIP method are shown in sub sections below: 
 
1- A New Hiding Technique (Hiding based Logic Operation HbLO):   
The HbLO is a lossy steganography method because it loses the two least significant bit planes of the secret image. The 
binary bit planes secret image will be reordered and scrambled before hide it in unknown scene cover image to increase 
the hiding capacity. 
In general, 8-bit grey-scale images are represented by 8 bit planes when decomposed using binary system, whilst, need 
12 bit planes if the BCD code used to decompose the 8-bit gray scale secret image. Important to know how many 
binary bit planes that can be lost with keeping reconstructed image with high quality. Obviously, at least 5 MSBs are 
required to reconstruct the decomposed image with approved levels of quality [37].  Therefore, 6 MSBPs will be used 
from the secret image to reconstruct it with high quality.  
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            The HbLO is explained in steps below: 
1. Decomposing the secret image to binary bit planes based on Eq. (1) 

where codes (푎 ,푎 ,푎 , 푎 ) are the binary representation of the non-negative digit D in decimal number. 

 
A 8-bit gray scale image pixel is represents in range (0-255) so the BCD code representation of each pixel is 12 bit. 
The 4-bits of first digit of pixel value can be neglected which mean change the pixel value in range (0-9), where 
this range don’t more effect on the image quality. On the other hand, the Most Significant Digit value in range (0-
2), so, this digit represented into two bits only and other two bit is neglected. Finally, each pixel represented in 6 
bits only.            
2. Reordering the 6 bitplanes (5th, 6th , 7th, 8th, 9th, & 10th  bitplanes) of the secret image using Eq. (2):  

where Psb and Psa are the bit planes of the secret images before and after reordering, respectively; and (a=10, 
9… 5), b is a number defined between transmitter and authenticated receiver. 
 

3. Scramble the reordered bit planes through applying the gray code on bitplans separately. 
4. hide the scrambled bitplanes in unknown cover image using LSB technique to get stego-image. 

 
2- Binary Codes based Image Encryption Method(BCIE): 

A simple speedy image encryption algorithm based on binary codes is introduced in this paper as second part of 
MHCIP method. The proposed encryption method has several steps in two stages, where first stage applied on image 
after decompose it to binary bit planes. These steps are reordering, scrambling, then reconstructing image to pixel 
values. Whilst, steps of second stage are (AddRounKey, ShiftRow, SubByte, AddRoundKey) applied on image pixels 
after reconstruct it from first stage. Points below show the suggested encryption method steps for two stages: 
     Stage 1 

1. Decompose the stego-image resulted from hiding operation to binary bitplanes based on Binary codes 
(the weights of binary codes known by authenticated persons only). The pixel value range in 8-bit gray 
scale image is (0-255), so each digit will decomposed alone in one pixel. The weight suggested in this 
paper is (11     4221   6321)  

2. Reorder bitplanes resulted from step1 based on Eq. 2 but change the value of (a=12, 11… , 2, 1).  
3. Scramble the reordered bit planes through applying the gray code on bitplans separately. 
4. Reconstruct image from scrambled bitplanes that results from step3 by using same binary codes weights 

shown in step1.   
Stage 2 

1. Divide the image results from stage1 to blocks in 44 pixels for each block. 
2. Apply first AddRoundKey operation which executed through carryout EX-OR operation between image 

block and secret key (Secret key is 128 bit key divided into 16 byte arranged in 44 matrix).  
3. Shift the pixels of matrix results from step2 using same ShiftRow operation applied in Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm.  
4. Apply the substitution step which means substitute each pixel of matrix results from step3 in a 1616 

matrix called S-Box that suggested in (37). 
5. Apply 2nd AddRoundKey operation between matrix results from step4 and 44 block from image called 

KeyImage which it is secret between authenticated persons only. 
6. Repeat the steps2-5 ten times for each block of image results from stage 1.   

퐷 = 푎 2 = 푎 2 + 푎 2 + 푎 2 + 푎 2  
 

 (1)    

	푃 (푐) = 푃 (푎 + 푏푚표푑12)     (2)     
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Four medical image in 512512 dimensions are used as tests image to evaluate the performance of proposed mixed 
Mixed Hiding and Ciphering Image Protection Method (MHCIP). Several parameters are used to test the performance 
of MHCIP such as similarity between original and reconstructed versions of secret image, security analysis, and 
execution time. The performance test depends on evaluation only without any validation and comparison with another 
hybrid algorithms because all reviewed algorithms so far in mechanism from introduced algorithm in this paper.  
Medical images have a challenge against image protection algorithms where, the background regions of medical image 
it is so much regions with same colour which make much problem for image security algorithm. The subsections below 
review the performance test of suggested MHCIP algorithm. 
 
1- Similarity Test: 
This factor is important to tested because part of mixed algorithm proposed is hiding operation which is lossy hiding 
technique, so need to check the similarity between original image and final reconstructed image from stego-image. The 
similarity will checked through visual scene, peak signal to noise ration, SSIM, Q-index and PPCC as below: 
 
A- The visual scene: here, naked eye will be used to check whether the original and extracted secret images are  
identical for the 4 test images. Fig. 1 shows that the human eyes cannot be sensitive any differences between the 
original and extracted images for the all sample images tested. That means, the losed information in hiding technique 
don’t effect on the visual scene of secret image. 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

Fig. 1. The Original and Reconstructed of Secret Image Medical (512512): 1st & 2nd columns are original & 
reconstructed image; a) Test1; b) Test2; c) Test3; d) Test4. 

 
B. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio PSNR: The PSNR is one of the parameters that are used to check the image similarity. 
If the two tested images are identical, then the PSNR is equal to infinity; also, if the value of the PSNR is more than 30 
dB, then the human eyes cannot be sensitive any difference between the tested images [31]. Table 1 shows the values of 
PSNR for the four tests, where its value conforms that the similarity of the original and extracted image in the 
allowable ranges.   
 
C. SSIM, Q-index, and PPCC: These are other parameters used to measure the similarity between two images. The 
range value of these parameters is in the range of 1 to -1, where identical images have the value 1 for all of the 
parameters. The values of SSIM, Q-index, and PPCC for all of the tested images are shown in Table 1. The results of 
those three parameters confirm the similarity between the original and extracted images, where, those values are very 
near 1. 
 
Table1 Statistical Measurements of Images Similarity Between Original and Extracted Images For (MHCIP).  

The tests images Parameters 
PSNR SSIM Q-index PPCC 

Test1(Medical 512512) 39.4351 0.9525 0.9772 0.9641 
Test2 (Medical 512512) 37.5723 0.9686 0.9751 0.9872 
Test3 (Medical 512512) 38.8791 0.9592 0.9824 0.9771 
Test4 (Medical 512512) 39.5718 0.9451 0.9761 0.9762 

 
2- Security Analysis: 
The security of the mixed algorithm will be analyzed and evaluated using several parameters visual scene, histogram 
analysis, correlation coefficients, key space, effect of noise attacks and entropy.  
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A. Visual scene: The visual scene of protected image will be shown for four tests image. The scene of image resulted 
from MHCIP method proposed is should be like jamming scene in TV which it is preferred scene for ciphered image 
because part of the proposed approach is ciphering technique in additive to that the cover image is unknown scene 
image. Figure 2 shows the visual scene of original and protected images by suggested method for four tests. As clearly 
appear in figure, the introduced method achieved the first security condition for visual scene of protected image.  
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Fig. 2. The Original and Protected Image by MHCIP Medical (512512): 1st & 2nd columns are original &protected 
images respectively; a) Test1; b) Test2; c) Test3; d) Test4. 

 
B. Histogram Analysis: The second parameter used to evaluate the performance of the mixed MHCIP algorithm is the 
histogram analysis which gives good indicators for statistical attacks. The results appearing in Fig. 3 clearly show that 
the histogram of the mixed algorithm was uniformly distributed for all tests.  
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(a)                                                                                   (b) 

 
(c)                                                                                   (d) 

Fig.3. Histogram Analysis of Protected Images by Mixed MHCIP Algorithm for Four Tests Medical (512512): (a) 
Tes1; (b) Test2; (c) Test3; (d) Test4. 

 
C. Correlation coefficients: The correlation coefficients of the protected image by the proposed mixed MHCIP 
method for four test images are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4 (a)-(d), the proposed method produces a 
protected image with very low correlation between adjacent pixels. The statistical values of correlation coefficients of 
the protected image by the suggested method are shown in Table 2. The values of correlation coefficients in Table2 is 
much low for all tests which means that the MHCIP method is safe against statistical attacks.   
 

Table 2. Correlation Coefficients of Original and Protected Images by Mixed MHCIP for 4 Tests. 

 

Type of image 
Test1 Test2 Test3 Test4 

Medical(512512)  Medical(512512) Medical(512512) Medical(512512) 
Original image 0.951 0.972 0.990   0.969 

MHCIP algorithm 0.002 0.006 0.014   0.005 
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                                                (a)                                                                                      (b)   

    
                                         (c)                                                                                               (d)   
                   
Figure 4: Correlation Coefficients of Protected Image by Mixed MHCIP for Four testsMmedical (512512): (a) Test1; 

(b) Test2; (c) Test3; (d) Test4. 
 
D. Entropy: the entropy values of the original and MHCIP method are shown in Table 3 for the four tests images. The 
results in Table 3 show the entropy values for the mixed MHCIP method are nearest to 8. The results of the histogram 
analysis, correlation coefficients and entropy prove that the proposed mixed approach is strong against statistical 
attacks. 
 

Table 3: Entropy values of original and protected images by mixed MHCIP method for 4 tests. 

 
 

Type of image Test1 
Medical(512512)  

Test2 
Medical(512512) 

Test3 
Medical(512512) 

Test4  
Medical(512512) 

Original image 5.038 5.353 3.919     4.235 
MHCIP method 7.998    7.997 7.995 7.999 
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E. Noise attacks: the performance of suggested algorithm also tested against noise attackers. Sault noise in percentage 
about 5% are add to protected image then re-extracted it to study the effect of  noise attacks on the protected image by 
mixed MHCIP method. Same tests images were used in this evaluation. SSIM was used to measure the similarity 
between the original and reconstructed images. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed image from protected noised images 
for all tests. The visual scene and values of statistical parameters prove that the mixed MHCIP method is strong against 
this type of attacks.  
 
F. Data loss problems: the performance of proposed algorithm tested against data loss problems too. A data in first 
corner, center and last corner of protected image are reset with dimensions (1010) pixels in each corner. Same tests 
images were used in this test. Also, SSIM, Q-index, PPCC and PSNR was used to measure the similarity between the 
original and reconstructed images. Figure 6 shows the reconstructed image from protected data losed images for all 
tests. The visual scene and values of statistical measuring proved the mixed MHCIP method is strong against this type 
problems. 
 
 

 
(a)                                                                                  (b) 
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(c)                                                                                       (d) 

Figure 5: Noise Attacks test of Protected Image by Mixed MHCIP for Four Tests Medical (512512): (a) Test1; (b) 
Test2; (c) Test3; (d) Test4. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                (b) 
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(c)                                                                                    (d) 

 
Figure 6: Data Loss Attacks Test of Protected Image by Mixed MHCIP for Four Tests Medical (512512): (a) Test1; (b) 

Test2; (c) Test3; (d) Test4. 
 
Table 4 shows the value of statistical measurements of Noised and data losed images for four tests images. 
 

Table 4: Statistical parameters values of noised and data losed image for four tests images. 
 

Image Noised Extracted Image Data losed Extracted Image 
PPCC SSIM Qindex PSNR PPCC SSIM Qindex PSNR 

Test1 (Medical 512512) 0.9934 0.9953 0.9964 28.7562 0.9978 0.9956 0.9985 29.8452 
Test2 (Medical 512512) 0.9981 0.9931 0.9961 28.8165 0.9954 0.9925 0.9947 30.0012 
Test3 (Medical 512512) 0.9851 0.9901 0.9892 28.0371 0.9906 0.9891 0.9801 29.8964 
Test4 (Medical 512512) 0.9942 0.9951 0.9945 39.1103 0.9927 0.9975 0.9965 29.7251 
 

G. Key Space: the key space of proposed mixed MHCIP method combine between HbLO & BCIE key space. The 
hiding algorithm key space results from (b number which it is any correct positive number) in reordering operation as 
in Eq. 2. Whilst, the key space of BCIE results from 128 bit key in first AddRoundKey stage and (MN)8 bits results 
from 2nd stage of AddRoundKey. Equation 3 below shows the key space of suggested mixed MHCIP method.      
  

퐾푆 = 2 2  + 푏 = 2 (  ) + 푏 (3) 

where M and N are key image dimensions, b is the correct positive number. From Equation (3), the key space is very 
large and cannot take all possibilities cases for all key space. Therefore, the mixed MHCIP approach is very strong 
against brute force attack.  
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V. CONCLUSION  
 

This paper aimed to introduce high efficiency image security algorithm for image in medical applications. The 
suggested method is mixed image security algorithm between hiding and ciphering techniques. The first part of mixed 
MHCIP method  that introduced in this paper is a new high capacity hiding algorithm called HbLO, which is based on 
simple logic operation to hide an image in another image that has the same dimensions. An unknown scene image is 
used as a cover image in the HbLO method to increase the hiding capacity. Whilst, the second part of mixed MHCIP 
algorithm is the BCIE ciphering algorithm which it is an improved of BCDEA ciphering algorithm.  
The mixed MHCIP method is carryout in two stage, 1st stage is hiding 6 MSBPs of the secret image after reordering 
and scrambling them in unknown scene cover image using simple LSB technique. On the other hand, the 2nd stage is 
encrypting the stego-image results from 1st stage using BCIE encryption algorithm. The BCIE method is very speedy 
consist of 4 steps repeated ten times to increase the security levels spatially against burst attacks. The Steps of BCIE are 
2 AddRundKey operations, ShiftRow, and SubByte. The performance of mixed MHCIP algorithm is evaluated based 
on two important factors are similarity between original and reconstructed images and security analysis. First factor is 
important because the hiding method is lossy hiding technique, so need to check the quality of reconstructed image. 
The second factor (security analysis) is tested through several parameters such as visual scene of protected image, 
statistical measuring (Correlation coefficients, PPCC, Q-index, SSIM, and entropy), noise attacks, data loss attacks, and 
key space. The results of all parameters proved that the mixed MHCIP method is very well archived protecting image 
through security levels and execution speed. 
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